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„Explosive” s.c. established in 1990 and it is one of the oldest and most 
experienced civil sapper (EOD) company in Poland. On 12.12.1990 our 
company, by decision of the Minister of Internal Affairs and 
Administration, was given a license for trade of explosive materials and 
we started to operate within explosive demolitions of facilities  
and constructions. 
 
Since 2004 we are performing area clearances (EOD). So far we have 
realized 505 orders and neutralized 111.934 pcs. of explosive ordnance.  
 
We have cleared from explosive ordnance areas destined for ports, 
waterfronts, breakwaters, highways, airports, railways, LNG terminals, 
gas pipelines, refinery installations etc. 
 
Our EOD works are performed by group of specialized sappers (EOD 
technicians) with long-time work experience. In „Explosive” we put 
emphasis on following safety regulations, discipline of work and 
improving skills (trainings, briefings). All these actions helps to reduce 
threats to the minimum and working in accordance with the clients 
expectations. 
 
We operate with a modern and technically advanced equipment only. 
“Explosive” s.c. has all permits and licenses required by the law, ISO 
certificates, NATO Commercial and Government Entity Code certificate, 
equipment attestations and so on. 
 
 

„Explosive” s.c. Prace Wyburzeniowe i Minerskie 

80-001 Gdańsk – Poland, 336 Trakt Św. Wojciecha Str. 

M: +48 609-316-433, T: +48 58 309-00-94, F: +48 58 764-19-57 

biuro@explosive.pl     www.explosive.pl 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Offshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal 

Clearance on water areas includes searching, location, identification, 
removal, transport and disposal of explosive ordnance on inland waterways 
and sea areas. 
 

Specialists of “Explosive” s.c. have experience in offshore EOD on seashore 
sections, sea ports and harbours, as well as in rivers and many other basins. 
 

„Explosive” staff among the others consist of: 10 managers of underwater 
works and 40 divers-EOD’ers.  
 

Technical equipment includes 15 metal detectors, 15 magnetometers with 
underwater probes and necessary vessels. 
 

Map of the sea port area performed 
by surveyors with marked locations 
of metal (ferromagnetic) objects 
including potential explosive 
objects, their coordinates, sizes, 
volumes etc. 

 

Vessels  for divers & EOD technicians 
during work on sea area 

 

Multicat vessel with high-efficiency 
pump for unearthing deeply  
occurring objects  

 



 

  
Offshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

Searching and locating metal and explosive objects by means of magnetometers 
 

Vessel for buoys putting in 
locations of metal/explosive 
objects 

Vessel for transportation 
of explosive objects to shore 

 



 

  

Diver-EOD’er preparation before diving 

Diver-EOD’er  
going under water 
with metal detector 

Example of explosive object  
found on the seabed 

Offshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

 



 

  

Handing over of detected explosive objects  
to the EOD-ers from the Polish Navy  

(photos: Polish Navy) 

Exemplary explosive ordnance 
found during offshore EOD  

Offshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

 



 

  

Explosive ordnance that cannot be removed and 
transported are destroyed on the spot by our specialists 

Offshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

 



 

  

Construction works and final result of exemplary offshore 
area where “Explosive” s.c. has performed EOD  
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Onshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal 

Area clearances from explosive objects and dangerous martial remnants are 
performed on land with use of: one or two-coils metal detectors, frame metal 
detectors, magnetometers. Equipment for detection of explosive objects allows to 
detect shells, bombs, mines etc. on depth up to 15,0 metres on land and under 
water. 
 

On particularly dangerous places like military training grounds or mine fields  
we use “Bozena 5” mine flail (demining system). 
 

Exemplary places where onshore EOD is performed: highways and roads under 
construction and modernization, newly built and modernized factories, 
underground networks (water pipes, gas pipelines, sewerage, optical fibres) 
rebuilt and newly built railways, housing areas, stadiums and playgrounds, 
airports, woodlands, former military and training grounds. 
 

EOD on highway construction with use of two-coil metal detector  
and large frame metal detector 

Geodetic demarcation of area of work,  
division and marking of separate work segments 

 



 

  

EOD on fields with use of small frame detectors 

Onshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

EOD in forests with use of one-coil frame detectors 

EOD on airports with use of large frame detector  
and difference magnetometer for deeper detection 

 



 

  
Onshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

Manually operated multisensor systems with gradient magnetometers,  
DGPS systems and data loggers for evaluation of obtained data 

Vehicle mounted multisensor systems  

Detection of explosive ordnance in boreholes 
 

 



 

  

Onshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

Exemplary explosive ordnance found by “Explosive” during onshore EOD  

 



 

 

  

Onshore Explosive Ordnance Disposal  

 

Construction works and final result of exemplary onshore 
area where “Explosive” s.c. has performed EOD  

 



 

Works with civil using of explosive materials were object 
of activity of “Explosive” s.c. from the beginning.  
 
For example: 
− designing of explosive demolitions; 
− demolitions of buildings, chimneys, viaducts etc.; 
− demolitions of foundations and facilities in limited 

danger zone (with micro-explosions method); 
− loosening of compact and frozen grounds; 
− rocks and stones mastication; 
− stumps reclamation by explosive method; 
− clearance of damaged bottles with hazardous gases; 
− clearance of out-of-date pyrotechnic and rescue 

materials. 
 

Safety of people and facilities during our works are 
achieved by:  
− precise calculation of amount and type of explosive 

material needful to perform a given work; 
− precise determination of danger zones, i.e. seismic 

waves, shock wave and splinters dispersion; 
− use of micro-charges method and time-delay fuses; 
− use of anti-splinter shields on sites and on 

neighbouring buildings. 
 
This knowledge and own experience allows us to perform 
demolition works in extremely hard conditions, such as: 
vicinity of glazed constructions, active (operating) 
installations, residential buildings and routes; 
− performing works in active production halls and 

buildings without need of people evacuations; 
− performing works on heights and under water; 
− reducing of danger zone to the minimum (0,5 m). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Explosive demolitions 

 



 

„Explosive” s.c. Prace Wyburzeniowe i Minerskie 
80-001 Gdańsk – Poland 
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T: +48 58 309-00-94 
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